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Mastering the
building blocks

In the previous chapter we covered a lot of foundational topics, including the
Component model and component life cycle, and most important, how to create
components. Armed with all this knowledge, you can now see how Sencha Touch
uses these new concepts in some of the major UI components and thus master such
topics as containers, panels, and TabPanels—exactly the things covered in this
chapter. We’ll explore how components are managed within containers and how
to arrange components in various ways using the provided layouts. In the process
we’ll look into building a simple wizard-style interface, and explore how to build a
TabPanel that looks similar to the typical iOS apps with icons at the bottom.

 First things first: let’s begin by diving into the anatomy of the Container class.

This chapter covers
■ Exploring the Sencha Touch Container model
■ Learning utility methods to arrange and 

manage widgets
■ Learning to float and drag panels
■ Implementing the TabPanel
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4.1 Containers: Mounting our UI workhorse 
The container is the workhorse widget of Sencha Touch because it’s typically deployed
to display and help organize your application layout. It provides the foundation for
components to manage their unruly children and facilitates ways to add, insert,
remove, and query child components. The container is an extremely versatile widget
and is even deployed by the framework authors to add other UI components to the
framework. To get a feel for the gravity of the container’s importance take a look at its
class inheritance model in figure 4.1.

 As illustrated in figure 4.1, the Container class is the base for at least 14 immediate
subclasses, including widgets that you might not expect like NestedList, Carousel,
and Toolbar. 

 In case you’re wondering, the reason Container is used as the base for these wid-
gets will become much clearer when we take a look under the hood of this widget.

4.1.1 Container’s anatomy

The versatility of the Container class stems from its ability to contain child widgets
and the ability to easily manage and arrange them. The container uses a layout man-
ager to visually organize child items in an area known as the content body, or “body”
for short. To understand what that looks like, go ahead and build your first container
using the code in the next listing.
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Figure 4.1 The Container class inheritance model
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var loginContainer = Ext.create('Ext.Container', {
    itemId     : 'loginContainer',
    fullscreen : true,
    items      : [
        {
            xtype       : 'textfield',
            label       : 'Login',
            placeHolder : 'Enter Username Here'
        },
        {
            xtype       : 'textfield',
            label       : 'Organization',
            itemId      : 'orgField',
            placeHolder : 'Enter Your Organization Here'
        },
        {
            xtype       : 'textfield',
            label       : 'Password',
            placeHolder : 'Enter Password Here'
        }
    ]
});

The code itself is relatively simple. You instantiate a
container and give it an id. Because you’ll reuse this
sample code in later examples assigning an id is nec-
essary so you can obtain a handle on the container.
This is your one and only container on the screen so
you can mark it as fullscreen: true. Doing so ensures
that the container automatically uses the full height
and width of the device on which it’s run. After that
you add a few form elements via XType. Once the code
executes it should look like figure 4.2.

 You have your first container, with a login form, no
less. Obviously, you’ll want to interact with the compo-
nents for various reasons, such as obtaining values from
the form elements, or because you need to change the
content of the container to fit your particular applica-
tion logic. To do so you’ll need to learn how to obtain
references to the container and its children and how to
make changes to the container.

4.1.2 Keeping unruly children on the right track
Dealing with unruly children is a frustrating fact of life
for any parent. Over the years you develop tricks that
help with that endeavor. Remedies include timeouts, revoking TV privileges, or hand-
ing them off to your parents for a while. 

Listing 4.1 Building your first container

Figure 4.2 The rendered 
container UI for listing 4.1
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 Just as in real life, you must develop ways to handle
children within containers to keep them in line. Luck-
ily for you most of the helpers and utility methods you
need to accomplish this are already in place. Mastering
these methods will enable you to dynamically update
the UI of your app and make it more interactive. Now
let’s get acquainted with these methods.

 Adding components into a container is a relatively
simple task, and you’re provided with two methods to
accomplish it: add and insert. The add method appends
the new child component to the container’s hierarchy,
whereas the insert method places the new component
at the specified index. To illustrate the add functionality
further let’s add to the container created in listing 4.1.
To do this you’ll use the handy browser debug console:

var container = Ext.ComponentQuery.query 
('#loginContainer')[0];

container.add({
    xtype : 'checkboxfield',
    label : 'Remember'
});

Running this code will add a new component (a check-
box) to the container (figure 4.3). The container’s lay-
out automatically handles refreshing the container and
updating the position and size of all child components to make the new component
appear in the right place.

Inserting a component works basically the same way as adding one; the main differ-
ence is the additional parameter that determines the index where the new compo-
nent should be inserted. In this example you’re inserting a new item at index 0,
making the new component the first item in the container:

var container = Ext.ComponentQuery.query('#loginContainer')[0];
container.insert(0, {
   html: '<h1>Please enter your credentials</h1>'
   });

Running this snippet of code from the Safari debug console will produce what’s
shown in figure 4.4.

Ext JS and Sencha Touch 1.x developers take note
For those developers upgrading from Sencha Touch 1.x (or coming from Ext JS), you
might’ve noticed that the new component shows up immediately. This is due to the
new layout manager which removes the need to call doLayout() separately.

Figure 4.3 Illustration of code 
from listing 4.1 with a checkbox 
added dynamically; notice that 
the checkbox was appended at 
the end.
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 As you can see, adding and inserting components is
easy as pie. Removing components is no different in
that regard. You either provide a reference to the com-
ponent that should be removed from the container or
to the component’s id or itemId:

var container = Ext.ComponentQuery.query 
('#loginContainer')[0];

   container.remove('orgField');

Executing this statement from the debugger console
causes the component to invoke its destroy method
automatically, thus initiating the destruction phase and
deleting the component’s DOM element.

 One special thing to note about the remove method
is an optional second parameter that can be passed to
tell the removed component to skip invoking the
destroy method. Using this parameter is particularly
useful if you wish to move a component from one con-
tainer to another. In principle this works by obtaining a
reference to the component you wish to remove and
then removing the component while passing false as
the additional second parameter. Doing so leaves the
component on the screen and only removes it from the
container. You then add the component (using the ref-
erence you still have) to the second container, thus trig-
gering the DOM elements for the removed component
being moved into the new container. To see this trans-
lated into code take a peek at the following listing.

var mainContainer = Ext.create('Ext.Container', {
    fullscreen : true,
    defaults   : {
        style : 'margin-bottom:30px'           
    },
    items      : [
        {
            itemId : 'panel1',
            items  : [
                {
                    xtype       : 'textfield',
                    label       : 'Login',
                    itemId      : 'loginField',
                    placeHolder : 'Enter Username Here'
                },
                {
                    xtype       : 'textfield',

Listing 4.2 Moving items between containers

Figure 4.4 Rendered UI using 
code from listing 4.1 with 
dynamically added item shown 
in figure 4.3, as well as an 
inserted panel at position 0. 
Because the panel doesn’t have 
any borders around it, it shows 
as an HTML snippet at the top.

Defines default 
values for children b
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                    label       : 'Password',
                    placeHolder : 'Enter Password Here'
                }
            ]
        },
        {
            itemId : 'panel2',
            items  : [
                {
                    xtype       : 'textfield',
                    label       : 'Organization',
                    placeHolder : 'Enter Your Organization Here'
                },
                {
                    xtype : 'checkboxfield',
                    label : 'Remember Login'
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
});

Ext.Function.defer(function() {                         
    var myField = mainContainer.down('#loginField');

    var panel1 = mainContainer.down('#panel1');          
    panel1.remove(myField, false);

    var panel2 = mainContainer.down('#panel2');
    panel2.add(myField);
}, 2000, this);

Listing 4.2 might look complicated at first but it breaks down relatively simply. You’re
creating an Ext.Container that contains two child panels, each of them with a differ-
ent itemId and two form elements, textfields and checkboxes respectively. The
main panel contains a defaults property B that contains configuration options that
are automatically applied to all of its direct children, in this case panel1 and panel2. 

 After instantiation you create a function c whose execution is deferred by 2 sec-
onds. For this you’re using the Ext.defer method, which is similar to the standard
JavaScript setTimeout function. It defers the execution of a function by a specified
number of milliseconds. What makes it special is that it allows you to set the scope of
the function execution, thus enabling you to run the deferred function in the right
context with the variables you need available. The deferred function first obtains a refer-
ence on the field you wish to move, the loginField, and then a reference to the panel
you wish to remove it from, panel1 d. You call panel1.remove and pass in the refer-
ence to the loginfield and false to indicate that you want to keep the loginField
around after it’s removed from panel1. You then obtain a handle on panel2 and add
the loginField there.

 At this point you’re probably wondering exactly how you obtained a reference to
the items you wanted and how the down method works. For this and more stay tuned
for the next part of the chapter. 

Defers function 
execution

 c

Obtains handle 
on children d
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4.1.3 Ask and ye shall receive: querying the container hierarchy

Containers provide multiple ways for you to find and get a handle on children. Gener-
ally these methods can be split into two groups. The first group contains methods that
only return direct children of the container. The second group contains methods that
return children at any level. To illustrate the difference, imagine an Ext.Container
that contains an Ext.Fieldset with a single textfield element. The first set of meth-
ods would only be able to reach the fieldset, because that’s a direct child of the
panel. The second set of methods would be able to return the textfield because it
can find items at any level by searching within items of the container.

 Of all these methods, getComponent is by far the easiest to use, and it falls into the
first group. It accepts only a single parameter which can either be an index or a
string. The index corresponds to the index location of the item within the items col-
lections of the container. The string corresponds either to the id or the itemId of the
component you want to retrieve. In practice, using getComponent looks like this:

mainContainer.getComponent(0);
mainContainer.getComponent("panel2");

Not much to it, eh? The first line retrieves the first child component within myPanel,
and the second line retrieves a component with an id or itemId of panel2. If you
assume a code structure like that in listing 4.2, then the first line would retrieve
panel1 and the second line would retrieve panel2. Keep in mind that this method
only returns direct children of the container you’re querying. 

 Although getComponent is relatively simple to use its use is somewhat limited. This
is why Sencha Touch presents you with three functions that have more flexibility in
what and how you query. 

 All three of these functions take a single selector string that behaves similarly to
CSS selectors, allowing you to query for items either by id, itemId, XType, or any com-
bination thereof. To draw more parallels to CSS, you can search by id and itemId the
same way as when you’re addressing an id in CSS: via the pound sign. Likewise, XTypes
are similar to classes, requiring the use of a dot to address them.

 The first function is the child method, which falls into the first group we discussed
earlier, returning only direct children of a container. You’ll once again use the code
structure from listing 4.2 as a baseline for the next example, which consists of multiple
calls to the child method. Each call will pass in one of the selectors from table 4.1,
just like this:

mainContainer.child("SELECTOR-GOES-HERE");

Looking at table 4.1, you can immediately see the benefits of using child to make
your queries. As mentioned before, it isn’t the only method. The other two are the
down and query methods. Both follow the same syntax as the child method, with
the only distinction being that all sublevels of a container are searched, not just
direct children. 
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If you were to rewrite the second sample from table 4.1 to use down instead of child
it’d look like the following and return the login field:

mainContainer.down("#loginField");

Both down and child return only a single item. More specifically, they return the first
match encountered. If you anticipate having multiple results and want them all use
the query method. Rewriting the last sample call from table 4.1 to use query returns
an array of three items, all of them textfields:

mainContainer.query(".textfield");

The only thing to keep in mind about query that makes it slightly different from the
other methods is that it always returns an array. Even if a single item or nothing was
found it’d still return an array, albeit one that contained a single item or was empty.

We’ve covered containers and how to fill them with components, as well as how to
add, edit, and remove components from containers. Each example so far has only
dealt with the most basic way to arrange components: stacking them on top of each
other using the default layout. We’re not sure about you, but we want our applica-
tions to be more visually appealing than simply having elements stacked one above
the other. So let’s take a closer look at the magic behind arranging components within
your containers: the Sencha layouts.

Table 4.1 Sample selectors that should help you differentiate between different selectors that the
child, down, and query methods accept

Selector Explanation and result

"#panel1" The pound sign indicates that you’re searching for an item by id or itemId, in 
this case, "panel1" (because panel1 is the first item that’s a direct child of 
mainPanel and matches the itemId).

"#loginField" Here you’re searching for the loginField by itemId. Because login-
Field isn’t a direct child of mainPanel null is returned.

".panel" This line searches for items with the panel XType. This is indicated by the dot 
in the beginning. This would return panel1 because it’s the first direct child 
with an XType of panel.

".textfield" This line would once again return null because you’re searching for items 
with an XType of textfield, none of which are direct children of 
mainContainer.

A note about good form
When you’re using the new ComponentQuery functions to search by XType a dot pre-
fix (.xtype) is optional, but it’s considered good form to use it anyway because doing
so makes it clear that you’re searching for an XType.
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4.2 Everything must have its place: layouts
One of the hardest parts when building any app is managing all the UI pieces. Posi-
tioning everything correctly so it shows up where it’s supposed to and making sure
things remain that way after the user starts wildly thrashing around in your beautifully
laid-out application are difficult to achieve. This is where the Sencha Touch layout
management schemes come to the rescue. They’re responsible for managing the
visual organization of all components onscreen. The complexity of these layouts
ranges from a simple fit layout, which automatically sizes a single child item to fit
within the confines of its parent, to more complex layouts like the card layout, which
provides a wizard-like interface with multiple screens.

 When exploring these layouts we’ll hit upon some more lengthy and verbose
examples that can serve as a great starting point for your application. Let’s start our
journey by taking a look at the building block for all layouts, the default layout, shown
in figure 4.5.

4.2.1 The default layout

The default layout serves as the foundation for all other layouts. Besides managing items
that need to be laid out and positioning them it provides the capability to dock items. This
ability is in turn passed down to all other layouts. You’ll learn more in the next chapter. 

 The default layout is the easiest to use because it’s automatically assigned for any
container that doesn’t have a specific layout defined. Any items within a container

Learn more about ComponentQuery
One little-known secret about the container’s child, down, and query methods is
that they implement something called ComponentQuery under the hood. Component-
Query is a way to search your application for instances of components using Sen-
cha’s query language. The methods we just mentioned scope the query to a specific
container instance, but you could search an entire application using Ext.Component-
Query.query(). To learn more about this check out Ext.ComponentQuery in the
Sencha Touch API documentation.

Box

HBox VBox

Fit

Card

Abstract

Figure 4.5 The Layout class hierarchy
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using this layout are placed on the screen, one on top of another. Items aren’t directly
size-managed, meaning that any item can conform to the size of the parent, but it
doesn’t necessarily have to do so. To see this you need to set up a dynamic example
using a few components, as shown in the following listing.

var myContainer = Ext.create('Ext.Container', {
    fullscreen : true,                         
    defaults   : {
        style : 'border: 1px solid blue;'        
    },
    items      : [
        {
            docked : 'top',
            xtype  : 'toolbar',
            title  : 'Default Layout'                 
        },
        {
            docked : 'bottom',
            xtype  : 'toolbar',                     
            items  : [
                {
                    text    : 'Add Child',
                    handler : function() {
                        myContainer.add({
                            xtype : 'container',
                            style : 'border: 1px solid blue;',
                            html  : 'Child'
                        });
                    }
                },
                {
                    text    : 'Add Fixed Width Child',
                    handler : function() {
                        myContainer.add({
                            xtype : 'container',
                            style : 'border: 1px solid blue;',
                            width : 100,
                            html  : 'Fixed Child'
                        });
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        {
            html : 'First Child'                       
        },
        {
            html  : 'Fixed Width Child',
            width : 100
        },
        {
            html : 'Child'

Listing 4.3 The default layout

Use fullscreen 
option

 b

Contains default 
values for children c

Creates 
title bar

 d

Creates bottom-
docked toolbar e

Adds child 
panels

 f
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        }
    ]
});

Listing 4.3 does quite a lot to exercise the default layout. The primary reason is to
illustrate how items stack and don’t resize when added dynamically.

 The first thing you do is instantiate a container that occupies the entire screen
through the fullscreen option B. Because you’ll be adding simple child containers,
which don’t come with any visual indicators to mark their bounding boxes, you’ll once
again use the defaults object c to automatically give each child a blue, one-pixel bor-
der. To be a bit more user-friendly you add a title bar d, which is a toolbar with
docked:'top' and a title property. After that you add a second toolbar at the bot-
tom, with two buttons e, to allow the addition of new items that have a fixed width
and items that don’t have a fixed width. Note that although the toolbars are defined
inside of the items array, they contain the docked option, which means they don’t
show as part of the container body itself. The toolbar buttons have handlers that add a
new child container into the main container. Last, you set up three static container
instances in the items array property f. Notice that you aren’t specifying any XTypes
for the child items. Unless otherwise specified all direct children of a container use
"container" as the default XType. When you run the sample you should get a screen
like the one on the left side of figure 4.6. Be sure to hit the buttons in the toolbar a
few times to see how items are sized once they’re added, just like the one you see in
the right side of figure 4.6.

Although the default layout provides little to manage the size of child items, it isn’t
completely useless. Relative to the other layouts it’s lightweight, making it ideal if you
want to display child items that have fixed dimensions. There are times, though, when
you’ll want to have child items dynamically resize to fit the parent container. For those
times the fit layout is exactly what you need.

4.2.2 Make it fit: the fit layout

The fit layout, shown in listing 4.4, forces a container’s single child to “fit” to its body
element and is by far the simplest of the layouts to use. It only requires that you have a
single item within the container.

A change from Sencha Touch 1.x
If you’re upgrading from Sencha Touch 1.x you might be wondering what happened to
AutoContainerLayout and AutoComponentLayout. The answer is simple: they’ve
both been replaced by the default layout. They have, however, been added as alter-
nate classnames for the default layout to provide backward compatibility, ensuring
you don’t have to change your existing apps to accommodate this change.
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var myContainer = new Ext.Container({
    fullscreen : true,
    layout     : 'fit',
    items      : [
        {
            docked : 'top',
            xtype  : 'toolbar',
            title  : 'Fit Layout'
        },
        {
            xtype : 'container',
            style : 'background-color: pink; padding: 20px;',
            html  : 'I Fit in my parent'
        }
    ]
});

Listing 4.4 generates a simple panel that automatically occupies the entire screen of
the device it’s run on, as shown in figure 4.7.

 One caveat to keep in mind about the fit layout is that it’s only suitable if a single
item is present. The layout will break if multiple items are housed within the same
container, thus causing undesirable effects. For managing multiple items within a con-
tainer take a look at the card and box layouts next.

Listing 4.4 The fit layout

Figure 4.6 The result of a 
simple default layout. The left 
side shows the initial state of the 
code from listing 4.3, whereas 
the right side shows the result of 
clicking the Add Child and Add 
Fixed Width Child buttons a few 
times. The blue border makes it 
easier to see the bounding boxes 
for each item.
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4.2.3 Card layout
A direct subclass of the fit layout, the card layout combines the concept of compo-
nents conforming to the size of the container from the fit layout with the ability to
have multiple children under one container. The layout behaves somewhat like a car-
ousel or wizard, only showing a single “card” or “screen” at a time. Each card automat-
ically occupies the full size of the container and can house any number of Component
instances. Managing which card is shown is done during render time using a con-
tainer’s activeItem configuration, and after rendering flipping between cards is left
to the developer via the container’s setActiveItem method. Under the hood, the
card layout taps into the container’s activeitemchange event to catch whenever it’s
supposed to change items and perform the change.

 Navigation frequently occurs in a wizard-like interface through the use of previous
and next buttons in a toolbar, or through actions embedded within the cards. Of
course, there are various other methods to achieve the same thing: a programmatic
timer or event-based methods, for example. In the next listing you explore how to
create a simple wizard-style interface.

var handleNavigation = function(btn) {                  
    var currentContainer = myContainer.getActiveItem(),        
        innerItems       = myContainer.getInnerItems(),
        totalItems       = innerItems.length,
        currentIndex     = innerItems.indexOf(currentContainer),
        direction,
        newIndex;

    if (btn.getText() == 'Back') {                      
        direction = 'right';
        newIndex  = currentIndex > 0 
                      ? (currentIndex - 1) : (totalItems - 1);
    }
    else {
        direction = 'left';
        newIndex  = currentIndex < (totalItems - 1) 
                      ? (currentIndex + 1) : 0;
    }

Listing 4.5 The card layout

Figure 4.7 Using the fit layout 
to illustrate a single child 
resizing to fit its parent

Declares 
function to 
handle 
navigation b

Retrieves
currently

active
card  c

Determines 
which 
button was 
pressed d
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    myContainer.animateActiveItem(newIndex, {
        type      : 'slide',
        direction : direction
    });
};

var myContainer = Ext.create('Ext.Container',{
    fullscreen : true,
    activeItem : 1,                          
    layout     : {
        type      : 'card',                 
        animation : 'slide'
    },
    items      : [
        {
            xtype  : 'toolbar',
            docked : 'top',
            title  : 'Card Layout',
            items  : [
                {
                    text    : 'Back',
                    ui      : 'back',
                    handler : handleNavigation         
                },
                { xtype : 'spacer' },
                {
                    text    : 'Forward',
                    ui      : 'forward',
                    handler : handleNavigation
                }
            ]
        },
        {
            html : 'Card 1',
            style : 'background-color: #99F;'
        },
        {
            html : 'Card 2',
            style : 'background-color: #F99;'
        },
        {
            html : 'Card 3',
            style : 'background-color: #9F9;'
        }
    ]
});

The first thing you do is create a method to control the card flipping B by determin-
ing the active item’s index and then calculating which index to show next. This is
accomplished by first retrieving the activeItem using the getActiveItem method c,
which returns a reference to the currently active container. From there you deter-
mine where in the set of cards the activeItem is, because the animateActiveItem
method that allows you to navigate between different cards works based on the index
of the new card to which you wish to move. To obtain the index use the standard

Gives container 
a card layout

 e

Sets active item f

Attaches nav 
handler to 
buttons g
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array function indexOf, feeding it a reference to the activeItem. This tells you the
location of the card within the items array of the container. By checking the text of
the button that was pressed you can determine which direction to navigate d, either
back or forward. The only thing left then is incrementing or decrementing the index
to reflect the direction you’re moving. Because you want to wrap around from the first
card to the last, and from the last card to the first, you need to perform an additional
check to ensure that the new index doesn’t go below 0 or above the number of items
you have in the container. If you don’t want to wrap around you could change this
same logic to skip the navigation when Previous or Next is clicked from the first or last
card, respectively.

 Now that you have a way to navigate between different cards in a card layout, you
need to create said cards. To do this, start with a container, giving it a layout of
"card" e. This automatically triggers certain changes in the container to make it lis-
ten to the activeItem config option and expose the getActiveItem and animate-
ActiveItem methods. Use the activeItem config f to start with the second card by
setting the config option to 1. This works because cards are in a 0-based index, so
index number 1 is actually the second item. After that, add a toolbar with two buttons
and point the handlers of the buttons to the handy navigation function g you created
earlier. The only thing left to get what’s shown in figure 4.8 is to add the cards as child
items. For this you only need to specify the html property, because all child items are
containers by default.

Figure 4.8 A card layout showing the initial card, along with a “cube” transition 
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The card layout is one of the most useful layouts because it provides a way to show
content without much clutter, allowing the user to navigate through it one piece at a
time. Be careful using it, though. Each card takes up valuable rendering time and
memory. This is especially true on mobile devices where CPU cycles and RAM aren’t in
abundance. Adding too many cards can result in a significant slowdown of your appli-
cation. The exact number when this occurs depends on the content of each card, and
that’s something you’ll have to play around with. It’s certainly something to keep in
mind when designing your application.

 Another major drawback of the card layout is that each card automatically occu-
pies the entire container, thus eating up valuable screen space. To alleviate that you
have another two layouts at your disposal that allow you to place multiple components
on a screen in rows or columns: the box layouts.

4.2.4 HBox and VBox layouts

The HBox and VBox layouts are different from the ones we’ve discussed so far in that
they display items in columns or rows respectively. This allows for much greater flexi-
bility when creating complex layouts for your application, as each row or column
could utilize its own layout, allowing you to combine a set of rows with a card layout in
each row, for example. Let’s dive into the HBox layout in the next listing.

var myContainer = Ext.create('Ext.Container', {
    fullscreen : true,
    layout     : {
        type  : 'hbox',
        pack  : 'start',
        align : 'start'
    },
    defaults   : {
        style : 'border: 1px solid red;'
    },
    items: [
        {
            html   : 'Panel 1', 
            height : 100
        },
        {
            html   : 'Panel 2', 
            height : 75, 
            width  : 100
        },
        {
            html   : 'Panel 3', 
            height : 200
        }
    ]
});

Listing 4.6 The HBox layout
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In listing 4.6 you create a container with three irregularly shaped child containers to
properly exercise the different layout configuration parameters available. The first is
pack, or horizontal alignment, and the second is align, or vertical alignment. You’ll
notice that the sample code has a defaults property that sets a red border style, which
will be automatically applied to all child items. This is done so you can better see the
boundaries for each item, because containers don’t have any borders by default.

 The pack parameter accepts four different values: 'start', 'center', 'end', and
'justify'. The first three options align the content on the horizontal axis either on the
left, in the middle, or on the right side of the container. The fourth option, 'justify',
aligns the content with the left and right side of the container at the same time, thus
spreading content across the entire width. Modifying the pack parameter in listing 4.6
will result in one of the rendered panels in figure 4.9.

 The align parameter accepts four possible values: 'start', 'center', 'end', and
'stretch'. The first three options align at the top, middle, and bottom respectively,
and the fourth option overwrites the height, thus stretching the content to occupy the
entire height of the container. The default value for align is 'center'. Figure 4.10
illustrates how you can change the way children are sized and arranged based on a few
different combinations.

 One of the great features behind box layouts is the ability to size rows and columns
either manually, by specifying a fixed height and width as you did in listing 4.6, or
dynamically via the use of a percentage value or a special flex value. The flex value
acts as a weight, or a priority, if you will, instead of a percentage that a component
should occupy. Let’s assume for a second that you want to create a layout of multiple
columns where all columns have an equal width. You would use an HBox layout and
give each column the same flex value. If you wanted to have two of the columns

Figure 4.9 Showcasing the various pack options. These screenshots use an align:start setting 
as well.
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occupy the first half of the screen, and the third column expand to fill the other half,
you’d have to ensure that the flex value for each of the first two columns is exactly
half that of the third column. For instance:

items: [
     {
          html : 'Panel 1',
          flex : 1
     },
     {
          html : 'Panel 2', 
          flex : 1
     },
     {
          html : 'Panel 3', 
          flex : 2
     }
]

The main caveat when using either one of the box layouts is that each item has to have
a sizing indicator. This means fixed size, percentage, or the flex parameter must be
present. Furthermore, using the align:stretch option only works with flex. Leaving
these off will either have undesirable results, or simply not work, which can take hours
to debug. Trust us, we’ve been there.

4.2.5 Nesting layouts

Something many starting developers don’t realize is that you can easily nest different
layouts to achieve crazy combinations that don’t generally exist out of the box.
Because Sencha Touch doesn’t provide for a table layout or column layout like Ext JS
does, HBox and VBox are the only options at your disposal to achieve a multirow or

Figure 4.10 Mixing the pack parameter with different align options can produce interesting and 
useful combinations.
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multicolumn layout. Figure 4.11 illustrates what you can achieve with a little creativity,
by nesting the HBox and VBox layouts and adding a modified version from the card lay-
out sample covered earlier in listing 4.5. 

 Your goal is to create a grid-like structure with a
carousel at the top that spans the full width, and two
rows of content with three columns each, just like fig-
ure 4.11.

 To get started you take a standard Container
instance and give it a VBox layout. To achieve evenly
spaced rows you specify a flex of 1 in the defaults
property, thus forcing the same height on each row.
Notice the additional width parameter that forces each
direct child to have a width of 100%. This is needed
because each child of the main Panel doesn’t automati-
cally adjust the width of the child items, and the flex
parameter only applies to the height since you’re using
a VBox layout. Assembled, the code would look like this:

var mainContainer = Ext.create('Ext.Container', {
    fullscreen : true,
     layout    : 'vbox',
     defaults  : {
             width : '100%',
             flex  : 1
     },
     items : [
             // … content items go here …
     ]
});

Now that you have your base container, you start add-
ing content to it. See the following listing.

var myContainer = Ext.create('Ext.Container', {
    fullscreen : true,
    layout     : 'vbox',
    defaults   : {
        width : '100%',
        flex  : 1
    },
    items      : [
        {
            itemId     : 'cardContainer',              
            layout     : {
                type      : 'card',
                animation : 'slide'
            },
            activeItem : 0,

Listing 4.7 Nested layouts

Figure 4.11 It’s possible to 
nest different layouts to achieve 
more complex results. This could 
easily turn into a magazine 
layout, where the cards 
represent a picture gallery and 
the individual panels represent 
an article.

Obtains 
handle

 b
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            items      : [
                {
                    xtype  : 'toolbar',
                    docked : 'top',
                    title  : 'Nested Layouts',
                    items  : [
                        {
                            text    : 'Back',
                            ui      : 'back',
                            handler : handleNavigation
                        },
                        { xtype : 'spacer' },
                        {
                            text    : 'Next',
                            ui      : 'forward',
                            handler : handleNavigation
                        }
                    ]
                },
                { html : 'Card 1' },                         
                { html : 'Card 2' },
                { html : 'Card 3' }
            ]
        },
        {
            layout   : 'hbox',                     
            style    : 'border: 1px solid blue;',
            defaults : {
                style : 'border: 1px solid red;',
                flex  : 1
            },
            items    : [
                { html : 'Panel (0, 0)' },
                { html : 'Panel (1, 0)' },
                { html : 'Panel (2, 0)' }
            ]
        },
        {
            layout   : 'hbox',                     
            style    : 'border: 1px solid blue;',
            defaults : {
                style : 'border: 1px solid red;',
                flex  : 1
            },
            items    : [
                { html : 'Panel (0, 1)' },                  
                { html : 'Panel (1, 1)' },
                { html : 'Panel (2, 1)' }
            ]
        }
    ]
});

First up is the card layout code from listing 4.5, which you add into the items array.
The only tweak you have to make to it is to give it an itemId B in listing 4.7 so you can

Provides 
HTML 
content

 dCreates
panels

with
HBox

layout

 c
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obtain a handle on it later when you tweak the handleNavigation function. After
that you add two Panels c with an HBox layout and three child Panels d each. You
give each of the Panels a one-pixel border to make it easier to see where each one
starts and ends. The three child Panels within each HBox container you give a flex of
1 and a height of 100%, as well as some simple HTML content. The flex is needed so
that the three Panels are the same width and height, occupying the full height avail-
able. This is exactly the same paradigm as before with the VBox layout, but the height
and width are reversed.

 To finish it all up, you still need to tweak your handy navigation function for the
carousel toolbar to fit into your new sample. The major difference between this ver-
sion of the function and the one you had in listing 4.5 is that the card layout is no lon-
ger the main container, but instead is nested within another container. This means
that you need to obtain a reference to it when you want to interact with it. You accom-
plish this by using the down method in conjunction with the newly added itemId. 

 As with listing 4.5, place the following function above your container instance
(myContainer):

var handleNavigation = function(btn) {
    var cardContainer    = myContainer.down('#cardContainer'),
            currentPanel = cardContainer.getActiveItem(),
            innerItems   = cardContainer.getInnerItems(),
            totalItems   = innerItems.length,
            currentIndex = innerItems.indexOf(currentPanel),
            direction,
            newIndex;

    if (btn.getText() == "Back") {   
        direction = 'right';
        newIndex  = currentIndex > 0 
                         ? (currentIndex - 1) : (totalItems - 1);
    }
    else {
        direction = 'left';
        newIndex  = currentIndex < (totalItems - 1) 
                      ? (currentIndex + 1) : 0;
    }
    cardContainer.animateActiveItem(newIndex, {
        type      : 'slide',
        direction : direction
    });
};

In the end you have a complex layout that can easily be used as a springboard for an
application. Potential uses include an online magazine or a picture gallery. The possi-
bilities are almost endless.

 Now that you’ve mastered containers and their layouts to some degree, it’s time to
look at how Sencha builds on containers and expands their functionality through two
Container subclasses: Panel and TabPanel.
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4.3 Floating away… with panels
Back in the olden days, the Panel class used to be the work-
horse widget of Sencha Touch. A panel was the de facto go-
to component whenever you needed to manage multiple
child items. These days, however, the panel’s dominance
has been usurped by the standard container, relegating the
Panel class to a simple extension of the Container class
with some added styling, like a border, and the ability to
float. It’s important to note that because Panel does
extend Container it carries with it all of the same abilities
that Container has, including the use of layouts, docking
items, and managing children. Figure 4.12 shows a quick
overview of the full Panel inheritance chain.

 As illustrated in figure 4.12 the Panel class is the
base for everything floating and modal, such as sheets,
pickers, and message boxes. This is because panels
make for great overlays; they have special handling for
the showBy method, where the panel shows a small tip
pointing to the reference component that shows the
panel. To see an illustration of this take a peek at fig-
ure 4.13.

 Although figure 4.13 does look mighty pretty you’re
not here to simply look at pretty pictures. So let’s get
our hands dirty and implement a panel. Because we’re touting the panel’s ability to

Container

Panel

Sheet

ActionSheet MessageBox

Picker

Component

Form Panel

Date Picker
Figure 4.12 The Panel class 
inheritance model

Figure 4.13 Floating panel with 
showBy used
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float, that’s what we’ll cover first. Let’s up the ante, though, and add the ability to drag
panels around as well while we’re at it, as shown in the next listing.

var floatingPanel = Ext.create('Ext.Panel', {  
    height    : 200,
    width     : 200,
    draggable : true,                                  
    floating  : true,                                      
    html      : 'Some help could go here.',
    left      : 50,                          
    top       : 50,
    items     : [
        {
            xtype  : 'toolbar',
            docked : 'top',
            title  : 'Drag me!'
        }
    ]
});

Ext.Viewport.add(floatingPanel);                

var fsPanel = Ext.create('Ext.Panel', {
    fullscreen : true,
    style      : 'background-color: #CCF;',
    html       : 'Full screen Panel'
});

As shown in listing 4.8, to create a floating and draggable panel B you must set the
draggable c and floating d options to Boolean true. Setting floating to true
instructs Panel to set its element as absolutely positioned on the page immediately
after it has rendered on screen. Likewise, upon render Panel enables drag and drop
by means of creating a new instance of Ext.util.Draggable for itself.

Next, you set the panel’s position e to 50 pixels in the X and Y coordinate space.
Doing so demonstrates that the absolute positioning set forth by the floating config-
uration option works.

 After creating and rendering the floating and draggable panel you need to add
it to the automatically created Ext.Viewport instance f in order to make the
panel show up. This is because after the panel is created it isn’t managed by any

Listing 4.8 Creating a draggable and floating panel

Know the root of this functionality
Even though we’re using Panel to demonstrate floating and the drag and drop fea-
tures, the root of this functionality is the Ext.Component class. This means that you
can enable these features for just about any subclass of Component, which includes
any custom widgets that you create. All of the features we’ll be discussing moving
forward will be from the perspective of Panel.

Creates floating 
panel b

Makes it 
draggable c

Makes it 
floating d

Moves to 
the 100 X, Y 
coordinates e

Shows 
panel f
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parent container, and because it’s floating you need to use the main viewport to
make it visible.

 Listing 4.8 concludes with the creation of a full-screen panel for contrasting pur-
poses. You do this because the probability that you’ll have a floating and draggable
panel above a full screen and stationary panel is very high. Figure 4.14 illustrates how
it renders on a phone.

 After rendering your floating and draggable panel on screen you might notice that
the floating panel looks more decorated than a nonfloating panel. This is because the
Panel class wraps an extra thick border around itself when it’s set to floating. It gives it
more of a windowed UI feel. 

 Because you set draggable to true you can move the panel around the screen by
means of a drag gesture. Notice how the panel is constrained to the limits of the dis-
play. This is a typical touch interface UI convention.

Before we wrap up this discussion there are a few important nuggets of information
you should know about floating panels. 

Postinstantiation floating and dragging
If you want to enable these features after a component has been instantiated you
can use the setFloating and setDragging methods. The framework API has full
details on how these methods work under the Ext.Component class.

Figure 4.14 Demonstrating 
the floating and draggable 
panel
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The first is the fact that floating panels can be set to modal, meaning that Sencha
Touch will create a div element underneath the floating panel, effectively creating a
dimming effect on the rest of the screen. Doing so helps drive attention to your float-
ing panel. To enable the modal feature, add the following configuration parameter to
listing 4.8:

modal: true

Figure 4.15 has a side-by-side comparison of a modal floating panel and a nonmodal
floating panel.

 Figure 4.15 illustrates how a modal floating panel (left) has a dimming effect on
the rest of the screen, making everything else but the floating panel look darker com-
pared to the non-modal floating panel, which seems to have the same contrast as the
rest of the UI.

 The next tidbit you should know about floating panels is that they’ll self-hide
whenever the user taps outside of the confines of the panel. This is the default behav-
ior of a modal panel, but you can modify it via the following parameter:

hideOnMaskTap : false

The hideOnMaskTap configuration property defaults to Boolean true, which enables
the default behavior. To alter the default set it to false. Doing so will ensure that
the Panel won’t hide automatically when tapping outside of the panel’s element.
One thing to note is that this default behavior is enabled whether or not you set
modal to true.

Figure 4.15 Comparing a 
modal floating panel (left) 
to a nonmodal floating 
panel (right)
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Another feature to be aware of is that the appearance and disappearance of the panel
can be animated relatively easily. All you have to do is set the following attributes:

showAnimation : 'pop',
hideAnimation : 'fade'

The showAnimation configuration property is used by Panel to animate the appear-
ance of the panel, whereas hideAnimation is used to animate the disappearance. Each
of these parameters accepts a String object. You would pass a Boolean false if you
wanted to disable a component’s default transition. For instance, you might do this if
you created a new instance of Ext.MessageBox and didn’t want to use its animation
for show and hide actions.

 Use a string where you want to use any one of the preconfigured animations from
the Ext.anims singleton. The best ones to use are pop and fade because they’re
designed to transition in a single item, compared to the cube or flip animations
which are designed to animate between two different components. If you only set a
showAnimation Sencha Touch will automatically do the opposite animation for hiding
the panel.

We’ve covered a fair bit about the first of our two Container extensions, the Sencha
Touch Panel class. You learned about floating and dragging and how to show a
panel with another component. As promised, let’s delve into the second of the exten-
sions, the TabPanel.

4.4 Flip the deck with TabPanels
TabPanel is a special class that, although the name might imply differently, extends
Container. The widget allows you to easily create an interface for users to navigate
between screens by tapping on a special button known as a tab, located in a special
toolbar called the TabBar. The TabPanel mimics the traditional desktop tabbed inter-
face but within the modern mobile UI guidelines.

Don’t leave your users hanging!
We’ve run into situations where developers introduced bugs by disabling hide-
MaskOnTap and not giving the users any way to dismiss the dialog. Remember, if
you’re going to disable hideOnMaskTap your users will have no way to get rid of the
modal panel. This means you’ll need to create a button that allows them to do so or
hide the modal panel after a certain time.

Animation performance is crucial
Be aware that animations use CSS3 transitions and work best on devices that have
a dedicated GPU and are complemented with an instance of mobile WebKit compiled
to utilize the GPU. Enabling animations on devices that can’t handle them will result
in a clunky UI and ultimately turn off your users.
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 To fully understand how they work and how they can be customized you’ll create a
base example in the next listing that you can modify later on.

Ext.create('Ext.TabPanel', {               
    fullscreen     : true,
    ui             : 'light',
    tabBarPosition : 'top',                          
    items          : [                                 
        {
            style : 'background-color: #FCC;',
            html  : 'Panel 1',
            title : 'Users'                           
        },
        {
            style : 'background-color: #CFC;',
            html  : 'Panel 2',
            title : 'Admins'
        },
        {
            style : 'background-color: #CCF;',
            html  : 'Panel 3',
            title : 'Locations'
        }
    ]

});

Listing 4.9 represents an example of a simple Tab-
Panel B that contains four child panels d. You use
tabBarPosition c to set whether the TabBar should
appear at the top or bottom of the TabPanel. In this
case, you specifically defined it as top, but given that
that’s the default you could’ve just left it off. Lastly, you
configure an array of items e for the TabPanel to
manage. These are generic configuration items that
will be used to create instances of Container. What’s
important to focus on is the title property. This is not
a normal property for Container. In this case, it’ll end
up being used to set the title text of instances of Tab
that will live in the TabBar. Figure 4.16 shows what all
of this looks like rendered onscreen.

 Figure 4.16 illustrates the result from listing 4.9,
which contains your simple TabPanel with left-aligned
tabs. To display any of the screens the user can tap on
any of the tabs, which will use the default slide anima-
tion transition.

Listing 4.9 Creating a simple TabPanel

Creates TabPanel b

Configures 
TabPanel

 c

Adds TabPanel 
child items d

Sets title 
for tab e

Figure 4.16 The results of 
listing 4.9: a rendered TabPanel
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 If you wanted to change the alignment of the TabBar items to be right-aligned, for
example, you’d have to utilize the tabBar option to override the default alignment.
To do so, add the following code to listing 4.9:

tabBar : {
    layout : {
        pack : 'right'
    }
}

The layout parameter might look immediately familiar from earlier parts of the chap-
ter. If so, you’re absolutely correct, since the TabBar uses an HBox layout under the
hood. So by adding pack: "right" you override a portion of the layout to align items
differently.

 The same paradigm would be true if you wanted to change the animation used
when switching between cards. Let’s say you wanted a cube animation instead of the
default slide. In that case, add the following code to listing 4.9:

layout : {
    animation : 'cube'
},

The animation configuration property is part of the layout options for the TabPanel
and instructs the TabPanel to animate the transition between the different cards
(screens). You set this property to use the cube animation, which is different from the
default slide animation. To disable animations you set this property to false. Gener-
ally, you want to consider disabling animation when transitions become sluggish.

You might notice that when you top-align the TabBar the rendered tabs only show the
given text and look rather plain. Given the way tabs are constructed from a class per-
spective, you can’t easily add icons to them without an override, extension, or plug-in
of some sort. This means you’ll either have to go through quite a bit of pain to hack
those in yourself, or bottom-dock the TabBar, which gives you the ability to set an
iconCls property for each child item in the TabPanel. To better illustrate this, we’ve
included an example in the following listing that modifies listing 4.9 to do just that.

Ext.create('Ext.TabPanel', {                
    fullscreen : true,
    ui         : 'light',

See all of the animations
You’re given the choice of fade, slide, flip, cube, pop, and wipe animations to
use for TabPanel transitions.  You can see all of these animations in the “Kitchen
Sink” example, which can be found in the examples directory of the Sencha Touch
SDK.

Listing 4.10 Showing a bottom-docked TabBar for a TabPanel

Docks TabBar 
to bottom b
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    tabBar     : {
        docked : 'bottom',
        layout : {
            pack : 'center'
        }
    },
    items      : [
        {
            style   : 'background-color: #FCC;',
            html    : 'Panel 1',
            title   : 'User',
            iconCls : 'user'                           
        },
        {
            style   : 'background-color: #CFC;',
            html    : 'Panel 2',
            title   : 'Groups',
            iconCls : 'team'
        },
        {
            style   : 'background-color: #CCF;',
            html    : 'Panel 3',
            title   : 'Locations',
            iconCls : 'maps'
        },
        {
            style   : 'background-color: #FFC;',
            html    : 'Panel 4',
            title   : 'Settings',
            iconCls : 'settings'
        }
    ]

});

To dock the TabBar to the bottom of a TabPanel you
provide an alternative to the tabBarPosition you used
before by injecting a docked: bottom configuration B
into the tabBar config, thus piggybacking on the fact
that you’re already using the tabBar config. Next, you
add an iconCls property c for the items in the Tab-
Panel to dress them up a bit. Figure 4.17 illustrates the
newly configured tabs rendered in the bottom-docked
TabBar.

 As illustrated in figure 4.17, the bottom-docked Tab-
Bar renders with the tabs displaying the icons you con-
figured for them. It’s important to note that the
iconCls property is required for tabs in bottom-docked
TabBars. If you don’t specify iconCls the tabs will ren-
der but will be barely usable as they’ll be extremely
small, just like in figure 4.18.

Sets 
iconCls c

Figure 4.17 Your TabPanel with 
a  bottom-docked TabBar 
containing tabs that display icons
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There you have it! You’ve just seen how you can configure TabPanels with both top
and bottom-docked TabBars. You should be able to use these lessons when developing
your TabPanel-enabled application.

4.5 Summary
We’ve covered a lot of ground in this chapter. You learned how containers manage
child items, and how to add and remove components dynamically in an already-
rendered UI. You also learned how to arrange components in various ways using
layout schemes. Although we covered enough material to make just about any devel-
oper’s head spin, we barely scratched the surface of what’s possible.

 That being said, you may have noticed a recurring theme across many of the sam-
ples you encountered in this chapter. More specifically, you used toolbars and docked
items in quite a few of them. Given the prevalence of toolbars and docked items in
even the simple examples, it’s important for you to better understand the capabilities
of these powerful tools at your disposal. So in the next chapter you’ll do exactly that
by delving deeper into toolbars, buttons, and docked items.

Figure 4.18 Bottom tabs without icons
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